
The choice for hospitality 
work apparel programs



Creating and maintaining your staff’s branded uniform program in 

a consistent, cohesive way is challenging. This is especially true in 

the hospitality industry, where a variety of garments and styles 

are often required to serve the distinct needs of different 

departments. That’s where UniFirst comes in.

Our managed work apparel programs deliver the professional 

employee image you want while allowing you to focus your 

needs, budget, and time in more important areas. Whether it’s 

business essentials like oxfords or polo shirts, chef or 

maintenance wear, or innovative food-service clothing, our 

managed uniform rental programs offer the right workwear 

options for employees in all areas of your business. Plus, our large 

selection and variety of fabric options are sure to match your 

brand and performance needs. To top it all off, we can also deliver 

on a customized facility services program to help keep your 

workplace clean and safe while creating a healthier, more 

attractive work environment.
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Cost-effective solutions
that always deliver
UniFirst maintains garment functionality and enhances your professional 

business image with our managed apparel rental programs by combining 

expert hygienic laundering with specialized uniform services.

Our value-based, professionally managed rental program means employees 

don’t have to worry about cleaning and maintaining their uniforms thanks to  

our weekly pickup and delivery. Plus, we assure that clean, maintained 

uniforms are always available with our professional mending and repair 

services and as-needed garment replacements.

You have a lot of responsibilities, so don’t let staff uniforms add to your 

stress. Trust UniFirst to keep your team in professional-looking uniforms 

that enhance your business image and allow you to focus on what you 

do best—delivering great service. You always deliver for your customers. 

That’s why we always deliver for you.

 4 MIMIX™ MOBILITY WORKWEAR

6 FOOD SERVICE APPAREL

8 FOOD SERVICE SHIRTS AND APRONS

10 MEN’S UNIFORMS AND WORKWEAR

12 WOMEN’S UNIFORMS AND WORKWEAR

14 HOUSEKEEPING UNIFORMS

16 DRESS AND CASUAL WEAR

18 FACILITY SERVICES

The products shown here 

are just a sampling of our 

comprehensive garments, 

gear, and facility service 

offerings for the hospitality 

industry. If you don’t see 

what you’re looking for, 

simply inquire with your 

UniFirst representative.
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MIMIX™ Ripstop Work Shirts
Dramatically improve your mobility and comfort level with this innovative work shirt that 
features strategically placed mesh stretch panels on the back, making it extra flexible and 
breathable. Lightweight ripstop fabric with Touchtex™ moisture-wicking technology provides 
superior color retention, soil release, and additional breathability. Two button-through hex-style 
chest pockets with pencil stall on the left, color-matched melamine break-resistant buttons, 
and a two-piece lined collar with sewn-in stays for a modern look. Women’s shirt has a gently 
contoured silhouette. 4.25 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton ripstop. MIMIX panels: 3.8 oz. performance 
mesh, 100% polyester.

Colors: Navy (05), Lt. Blue (09), Black (12), Charcoal (31), Lt. Grey (48)

MEN’S LONG SLEEVE
08MX S–4XL Regular; L–2XL Tall

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
06MX S–4XL Regular; L–2XL Tall

WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE
05MW S–4XL

WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE 
(not shown)
05MX S–4XL

08MX

10MX

MIMIX™ mobility workwear

05

12

31

05

09

12

31

48

MIMIX flex 
panels improve 
mobility and 
breathability.
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11MX

05MW

12MX

NAVY
05

BLACK
12

CHARCOAL
31

10MY

MEN’S PANTS
10MX  Waist 28–50 even sizes only; custom hemmed up to 35"

MEN’S CARGO PANTS
Dual cargo pockets for extra storage. 
10MY  Waist 28–50 even sizes only; custom hemmed up to 35"

MEN’S SHORTS
12MX  Waist 30–50 even sizes only; 10" inseam

WOMEN’S PANTS
11MX  2–24 even sizes only; custom hemmed up to 33"

MIMIX™ Utility Pants and Shorts
No job is too tough for these MIMIX pants and shorts designed to move the 
way you work. Color-matched stretch panels maximize mobility and improve 
comfort, while Touchtex™ fabric technology provides superior color retention, 
soil release, and wickability. Straight-fit design provides a clean, modern, 
and professional appearance. Jean-style waistband with melamine button 
closure. 7.5 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton twill. MIMIX panels: 10 oz. woven stretch, 
93/7 nylon/spandex.

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Charcoal (31), Khaki (87)* 
*Cargo Pants only.

10MY
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MIMIX™ OilBlok Chef Coats 
Dramatically improve mobility, comfort, and appearance 
with these innovative MIMIX chef coats. The strategically 
placed mesh stretch panels on the back add mobility and 
breathability. The lightweight ripstop fabric engineered 
with OilBlok technology repels cooking oils to keep 
coats stain free. Touchtex™ technology provides superior 
color retention, stain resistance, and wickability. 
Button-down front with chest pocket for added storage. 
Left sleeve pocket keeps thermometer close at hand. 
4.25 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton ripstop.  

Colors: Grey (03), White (07), Red (10), Black (12), 
Charcoal (31)

MEN’S 10-BUTTON LONG SLEEVE
25MX S–4XL

WOMEN’S 10-BUTTON LONG SLEEVE
25MY S–3XL 

MEN’S 10-BUTTON SHORT SLEEVE 
(not shown)
25MW S–4XL

WOMEN’S 10-BUTTON SHORT SLEEVE 
(not shown)
25MV XS–3XL 

KNOTTED 10-BUTTON LONG SLEEVE
Available in White (07) only.
25MZ S–4XL 

OilBlok technology provides  
oil-repelling stain control.

03

07

10

12

31

Food service apparel

25MX

25MY

25MZ

MIMIX flex panels improve 
mobility and breathability.
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UniWear® Short Sleeve 
Mesh-Back Chef Coats
This lightweight, classic-cut chef coat 
has a moisture-wicking mesh back 
to keep you cool in even the hottest 
kitchen. Features include 12 cloth-
covered buttons, thermometer pocket 
on left sleeve, mitered chest pocket, 
and a sewn-in collar with extra bar 
tacking. 5.3 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton. 
Made by UniFirst.

Colors: White (07), Black (12)

25SB XS–6XL

UniWear® 10-Button Full Sleeve Chef Coats
Double-breasted front with matching pearl buttons and left 
chest pocket. 65/35 poly/cotton twill with stain-resistant finish. 
Made by UniFirst.

Colors: White (07), Black (12) 

2531  34–64 even chest sizes

Comfort Fit Chef Pants
Metal snap closure with brass zipper. Two front and back 
pockets. Side elastic waistband. 65/35 poly/cotton yarn-dyed 
with soil-release finish.

Colors: White (07), Black/White Check (22)

1141   Waist 28–46 even sizes only;  
custom hemmed up to 36"

Cargo Chef Pants
These full-cut, hemmed pants feature one towel loop at the 
waist and one towel loop at the back. Includes one mitered 
back pocket, two front pockets, and two lower mitered cargo 
pockets. 65/35 poly/cotton. 

Color: Black (12)

117D XS–6XL

07

22

117D

2531

1141

07

12

07 12
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Food service shirts and aprons
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MIMIX™ OilBlok Cook Shirts
Dramatically improve mobility and comfort with this innovative MIMIX 
cook shirt featuring patented mesh stretch panels for extra mobility and 
breathability. Lightweight ripstop fabric with OilBlok technology repels 
cooking oils to keep shirts stain free. Touchtex™ technology provides 
superior color retention, stain resistance, and wickability. Snap front 
with left chest pocket for added storage. Left sleeve pocket keeps 
thermometer close at hand. 4.25 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton ripstop. 

Colors: White (07), Black (12)

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
06MW S–5XL  

WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
05MR XS–3XL   

MIMIX flex 
panels improve 
mobility and 
breathability.



Food service shirts and aprons

Food Service Gripper Shirts
These durable press gripper long and short 
sleeve shirts have a soil-release finish, 
seven-snap, stitched-down placket, and a 
banded collar. Short sleeves are hemmed, 
while long sleeves have snap cuffs. 4.25 oz. 
65/35 poly/cotton.

Colors: Spruce (02), Grey (03), Navy (05), 
Tan (06), White (07), Lt. Blue (09), Red (10)

LONG SLEEVE
0198 S–5XL Regular; M–5XL Tall

SHORT SLEEVE
0240 S–5XL Regular; L–5XL Tall

05 0603

07

02

09 10

Knee-Length Aprons
Tear and stain resistant. Fully sewn neck 
strap. One size, 36" long. 100% polyester.

POCKETLESS APRON
Colors: Forest Green (01), Navy (05),  
White (07), Red (10), Black (12),  
Kelly Green (23), Royal Blue (25), Burgundy (90)
60AE  With personalization
7046  Without personalization

THERMOMETER POCKET APRON 
(not shown)
Colors:  White (07), Red (10)
7053  Without personalization

Waist Aprons
Waist ties, reinforced at stress points. 
Triple-divided pouch pocket. Personalization  
not available. 65/35 poly/cotton twill.

Colors: Forest Green (01), Navy (05),  
White (07), Maroon (11), Black (12),  
Royal Blue (25), Khaki (87)

60AI  One size, 10" long

01 05 07 10

12 23 25 87 90

11

05 07

Women’s Zip-Front Smocks
A modest look that’s comfortable  
and durable. Features a zipper  
closure, flattering princess seams,  
two lower patch pockets, and a  
one-piece, notched lapel. Durable  
press, soil release, and moisture  
wicking. 65/35 poly/cotton poplin.

Colors: Navy (05), White (07)

4574  XS–4XL
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UniWeave® Soft Comfort 
Uniform Shirts
UniWeave soft comfort blends offer warmth 
when you need it and cool air flow when 
you heat up. Resistant to moisture, stains, 
wrinkles, and fading. 4.25 oz. 65/35 poly/
cotton poplin blend. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Spruce Green (02), Grey (03),  
Postman Blue (04), Navy (05), Tan (06),  
White (07), Lt. Green (08), Lt. Blue (09),  
Red (10), Black (12), Brown (13), Yellow (17), 
Orange (27), Charcoal (31), Burgundy (90)

LONG SLEEVE
0102 S–4XL Regular; M–4XL Tall

SHORT SLEEVE
0202 S–4XL Regular; L–4XL Tall

0605

07

27

09 10

02

08

03 04

13

12

17 31 90

05 06

12 31 87

03 0702

13

Men’s uniforms and workwear

SofTwill® Flat-Front Uniform Pants
SofTwill comfort twills combine the styling of 
flat-front work pants with roomier seat, waist, and 
thigh mobility. Quarter-top pockets and two set-in 
back pockets (left with button closure). 7.75 oz. 
65/35 poly/cotton twill. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Spruce Green (02), Grey (03), Navy (05),  
Tan (06), White (07), Black (12), Brown (13),  
Charcoal (31), Khaki (87)

1002 Waist 26–35; 36–56 even sizes  
only; custom hemmed up to 35"
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Microfiber Dress Pants
These dress pants have a new and improved fit and are loaded with 
performance features. Hidden stretch waistband gives you additional 
comfort, while soil-release and moisture-wicking technologies help keep 
you looking clean, dry, and comfortable. Features hook-and-bar closure 
with nylon zipper; two front pockets. Flat-front pants feature two back 
pockets; pleated pants feature one back pocket. 6.7 oz. 100% microfiber. 

Colors: Navy (05), Tan (06), Black (12) 

FLAT FRONT
10DF Waist 28–54 even  

sizes only; custom  
hemmed up to 35"

PLEATED (not shown)
10AD Waist 28–54 even  

sizes only; custom  
hemmed up to 35" 

SofTwill® Cargo Pants
All the premium features of our best-selling SofTwill pants, including 
non-roll, dress-style waistband with button closure, heavy-duty brass 
zipper, and quarter-top front and set-in back pockets (left has button 
closure). Ample 8" x 7½" cargo pocket on each leg and cell phone 
pocket (inside right). Pocket flaps have concealed snap closures. 
Durable press. 7.75 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton twill. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Charcoal (31), Khaki (87)

10AI  Waist 28–56 even sizes only;  
custom hemmed up to 35"

05

06

12

05

12

31

87

Men’s uniforms and workwear
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Women’s uniforms and workwear

Women’s Work NMotion™ Pants
Wrinkle and stain resistant. Self-fabric waistband with 
button closure. Memory stretch yarn for flexibility and 
comfort. Two front quarter-top pockets and one right hip 
pocket. Back darts for better fit. 7.75 oz. 75/25  
poly/cotton twill. 

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Charcoal (31), Khaki (87)

12AG  2–24 even sizes only;  
custom hemmed up to 32"

Women’s Uniform Shirts
Sewn placket with five buttons and one gripper at collar.  
Two button-through hex-style pockets with angled bartacks 
(left has pencil stall). Straight bottom hem. 4.25 oz. 65/35  
poly/cotton poplin.

Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Lt. Blue (09)

LONG SLEEVE
0335 S–4XL

SHORT SLEEVE
0436 S–4XL

0705 09

0335

12AG

0436
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Women’s Mid-Rise 
Boot-Cut Pants
Mid-rise boot-cut style. 
Smooth and fitted. Boot cut 
flatters leg. Contoured 
waistband sits comfortably at 
the hip. Crossover hook-and-
eye closure. No pockets. 
5.45 oz. 95/5 poly/spandex.

Color: Black (12)

11DF  6–24 even sizes 
only; custom 
hemmed up to 32"

Women’s Flexwaist Pants
Comfortable side elastic waistband inserts 
give these pants an extended range of 
motion. Brass zipper and button closure 
(white has hook-and-eye). Two quarter-top 
front pockets. Two set-in back pockets  
(left has button closure). Durable press.  
7.75 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton twill.

Colors: Spruce Green (02), Navy (05), 
White (07), Black (12), Charcoal (31), 
Khaki (87)

1167  4–28 even sizes only;  
custom hemmed up to 32"

Women’s 3/4 Sleeve Poplin Blouses
Lightweight and wrinkle resistant. Open neck 
collar with dyed-to-match buttons. Notched 
cuffs. Contoured side seams for a flattering 
fit. 3.75 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton poplin.

Colors: Navy (05), Tan (06), White (07),  
Red (10), Black (12), Purple (24), Royal (25), 
Hunter Green (56), Burgundy (90),  
French Blue (HL), Celery (MW)

05PN XXS–3XL

Side elastic waist 
inserts

05

12 31 87

0702

07

HL

06

12 25

10

24 56

90 MW

05
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Elastic waist with  
drawstring

05WT

11SE

10SF

02WW

05 12 25 51 89 97 EQ

Housekeeping uniforms

WonderWink INDY™ Unisex Scrub Tops
This relaxed and roomy unisex scrub top is flattering  
for men and women of all body types. Fashionable, 
durable stitching throughout. Signature triple pocket at 
chest. Hidden lower pockets with notched corners to 
reduce lint collection. Stay-flat ID badge loop at shoulder 
for convenience. Vented bottom hems. 100% polyester.

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Royal Blue (25), Pewter (51), 
Ciel Blue (89), Teal (97), Wine (EQ)

02WW  XS–5XL

WonderWink INDY™ Unisex 
Utility Cargo Scrub Pants
A modern take on a timeless classic, these unisex 
cargo scrub pants are roomy and relaxed, with a 
drawstring waist and elastic back, making them ideal 
for men and women of all body types. Two front slash 
pockets, one cargo pocket, one back pocket, and 
durable stitching throughout. 100% polyester.

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Royal Blue (25), Pewter (51), 
Ciel Blue (89), Teal (97), Wine (EQ)

10SF  XS–5XL Regular; XS–3XL Short and Tall

Women’s WonderWink INDY™ 
V-Neck Scrub Tops
Designed exclusively for each size, the WonderWink 
women’s style is cut closer to the body for a flattering, 
contoured look. Fashionable, durable stitching 
throughout. Signature triple right-hip pocket. Two lower 
pockets with notched corners to reduce lint collection. 
Stay-flat ID badge loop at shoulder for convenience. 
Vented bottom hems. 100% polyester. 

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Royal Blue (25), Pewter (51), 
Ciel Blue (89), Teal (97), Wine (EQ)

05WT  XS–5XL

Women’s WonderWink INDY™ Utility 
Cargo Scrub Pants
As with all WonderWink women’s cuts, these cargo 
scrub pants are cut closer to the body for a more 
flattering and fashionable contoured fit. These scrubs 
have durable stitching throughout and feature a signature 
triple right-hip pocket. Full elastic waist with drawstring. 
Two front pockets, one back pocket, one right-leg cargo 
pocket. Vented bottom hems. 100% polyester.

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Royal Blue (25), Pewter (51), 
Ciel Blue (89), Teal (97), Wine (EQ)

11SE   XS–5XL Regular; XS–3XL Petite and Tall

2021 
NAUMD
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E
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T
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Innovation 
AWARD
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05WU

4586

Women’s WonderWink INDY™ 
Notch-Neck Scrub Tops
Cut specifically to flatter a women’s form and  
figure, this stylish and fashionable scrub top has a 
slightly dipped and notched neckline and durable 
stitching throughout. Two lower front pockets with 
notched corners help prevent lint collection. Vented 
bottom hems. 100% polyester.

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Royal Blue (25), Pewter (51), 
Ciel Blue (89), Teal (97), Wine (EQ)

05WU  XS–5XL

WonderWink INDY™ Unisex 
Warm-Up Jackets
This warm-up jacket is roomy and relaxed, making it 
equally flattering for both men and women. Soft, rib-knit 
cuffs. Hidden snap buttons at front opening. Signature 
triple right-hip pocket, two lower pockets, and one chest 
pocket with notched corners to prevent lint collection. 
Stay-flat ID badge loop at shoulder for convenience. 
100% polyester.  

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Royal Blue (25), Pewter (51), 
Ciel Blue (89), Teal (97), Wine (EQ)

4586  XS–5XL

Women’s Short Sleeve Smocks
Notched collar. Two deep patch pockets. Four-button 
closure 80/20 poly/cotton poplin.

Colors: Navy (05), Tan (06), White (07),  
Lt. Blue (09), Red (10)

4520 S–2XL

Women’s Pinnacle Tunics  
This tunic is made with a soft Batiste fabric and is 
designed for all-day comfort. Shrink, wrinkle, and fade 
resistant. Other features include a traditional fit; 
contrasting collar and cuffs; single-button placket; two 
deep hip pockets; front and back princess seams for a 
flattering fit; and low-pill fabric. 3.75 oz. 100% polyester. 

Colors: Black (12), Medium Blue (69)

45DY S–4XL

4520

0605 07 1009
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SuperPro™ Twill Shirts
A heavy-hitter in performance and designed for 
comfort, these versatile shirts easily resist soil and 
wrinkles while releasing stains. Dyed-to-match  
pleats. 3.4 oz. 55/45 cotton/poly. 

Colors: Grey (03), Navy (05), White (07), Red (10), 
Black (12), Pink (20),* Med. Blue (69), Dark Grey (PB)
*Women’s only.

MEN’S LONG SLEEVE
Button-down collar. Two-button adjustable cuffs.  
Left chest pocket.
03SQ XS–4XL   

WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE
Open collar. Two-button adjustable cuffs.
05SQ XS–4XL   

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
Button-down collar. Left chest pocket. Turned-up  
sleeve cuff hem.
04SQ XS–4XL 

WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
Open collar. Turned-up sleeve cuff hem.
05SR XS–4XL  

Direct purchase only.

Blazers
These single-breasted, fully lined blazers offer 
classic style and function when formal suiting is a 
must. Features a traditional fit; two-button closure 
with gold-tone buttons; two patch hip pockets with 
flaps; welted chest pocket; and two inside lower 
pockets. 7.35 oz. 100% polyester.  

Colors: Navy (05), Red (10), Black (12),  
Midnight Blue (64), Burgundy (90)

MEN’S
2025 34–46 Short, 34–62 Regular,  
 38–62 Long, 40–48 XLong,  
 even sizes only

WOMEN’S
2024 00–28 even sizes only

05 10 12 64 90

Dress and casual wear

05 07 1003

69

12

PB20
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 BP ER HK

JK KU

05MF

04MF

04MM

05MM

25

05

12

06 07 10 11

4831 94

Lightweight Snag-Proof Polos
For a durable, good-looking polo that doesn’t skimp on performance, 
trust these CornerStone® snag-proof polos. Wrinkle resistant, with 
odor-fighting and moisture-wicking fabric to get the job done. Three 
dyed-to-match buttons on placket, tag-free label, and flat-knit collar. 
4.4 oz. 100% polyester.

Colors: Navy (05), Tan (06), White (07), Red (10), Maroon (11), Black (12), 
Royal Blue (25), Charcoal (31), Lt. Grey (48), Dark Green (94)

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
04MF XS–4XL

WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
05MF XS–4XL

UniSport® Micro Piqué Polos
UniSport polo shirts feature innovative UniWick moisture-management 
technology for maximum breathability and comfort. Other features 
include double-needle stitching, set-in hemmed sleeves, tag-free taped 
neck, side vents, and wrinkle resistance. Men’s has a flat-knit collar and 
three dyed-to-match buttons (pocketed version includes a left chest 
pocket). Women’s has a self-fabric collar and open “V” placket. 3.8 oz. 
snag-resistant spun polyester warp-knit fabric. Made by UniFirst.

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Red (10), Maroon (11), Black (12), Gold (14), 
Kelly Green (23), Purple (24), Royal Blue (25), Hunter Green (56), 
Lake Blue (DH), Steel Grey (HP)
04MM XS–4XL

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE WITH POCKET (not shown)
Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Red (10), Maroon (11), Black (12), 
Royal Blue (25), Hunter Green (56), Steel Grey (HP)
04MR XS–4XL

WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Red (10), Maroon (11), Black (12), Gold (14), 
Kelly Green (23), Purple (24), Royal Blue (25), Hunter Green (56), 
Raspberry (88), Lake Blue (DH), Steel Grey (HP), Lt. Pink (NP)
05MM XS–4XL

Sport-Tek® Tricolor Micro 
Piqué Polos
This smooth, snag-resistant polo has 
spirited flair with three colors on the 
shoulders. Features Sport-Wick® 
technology to wick away moisture. 
Self-fabric collar. Three-button placket 
with dyed-to-match buttons. 3.8 oz. 
100% polyester tricot.

Colors: Black/Red (BP),  
Black/Grey (ER), Grey/Black (HK), 
Forest/Black (JK), Royal/Black (KU)

04MQ XS–4XL

88 NP

05 1407 10 11 12

25 56 DH24

23

HP
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Facility services

Our facility service programs help you win the 
battle of positive perceptions with your customers, 
employees, and stakeholders. With our regularly 
scheduled services, we eliminate the hassle and 
expense of purchasing, stocking, laundering, and 
maintaining supplies. We deliver what you need, 
when you need it to lower maintenance costs, while 
improving overall hygiene and safety.

Floor Mats
All UniFirst-made floor mats, from decorative entrance 
and photo/logo/message mats to nitrile rubber scraper 
and "wet area" mats, are designed for heavy foot traffic 
and trap and hold dirt, dust, and moisture better than 
the alternatives. With regularly scheduled floor mat 
service, soiled mats are picked up and replaced with 
professionally cleaned ones. 

Microfiber Mops and Wipers
Our microfiber mops, dusters, and scrubbers are ideal 
for cleaning hard surfaces. Use them wet or dry, and 
clean faster with less water and chemicals.

Wet and Dry Mops
UniFirst mop services are designed to make cleaning 
easier and more economical for businesses of all sizes and 
traffic volumes. We take care of all the dirty work, including 
the laundering and regular replacement of soiled mops 
with fresh products. 

Towels and Cloths
Our regular laundering and inventory-management 
services ensure you always have fresh, high-quality 
cleaning cloths on hand when you need them. Disposable 
wipers are also available.

Cleaning and Disinfecting Solutions 
You can save up to 90% or more in product costs 
when compared to purchasing ready-to-use cleaning 
and disinfecting solutions. Unlike mixing “free pour” 
concentrates, our wall dispenser and “one-shot” systems 
accurately dilute and dispense the high-performance 
solutions you need with ease and with no wasted 
concentrates. PURELL® Surface Sanitizer and Disinfectant 
Spray System is also available.
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Hand Care, Soaps, and Sanitizers
UniFirst handwashing and skin care products, which 
include those from GOJO®, are formulated to clean, 
kill germs, and keep skin soft and healthy—even with 
frequent use—and we have environmentally friendly 
“green” options available too. Each product is available 
with our stylish dispensing systems, featuring cost-
saving portion controls. Your UniFirst representative 
can recommend the products that will deliver the best 
results for you. 

Paper Towels and Toilet Paper
To provide sustainable restroom cleanliness and 
hygiene solutions, we supply TORK® paper towels and 
toilet paper, which carry Green Seal and ECOLOGO® 
certifications and are manufactured from base paper 
that is 100% recycled. Portion-controlled paper 
dispensing systems reduce waste and come in 
traditional and “touchless” options. Napkins with 
dispensers also available. 

Air Fresheners
We offer environmentally friendly air freshener system 
options that neutralize odors at the molecular level, 
eliminating unnecessary chemical “masking” that 
could affect air quality. All of our odor-control products 
meet stringent clean air standards and dispense 
fragrance in accordance with guidelines established by 
the International Fragrance Association to protect the 
environment and human health.

Ancillary Products
To help safeguard your staff on the job, we also offer a 
selection of personal protective equipment (PPE), including 
latex and nitrile gloves, safety glasses, facemasks, and 
more. High-quality cleaning cloths, disposable wipers, 
and other ancillary products also available.

We offer a complete line of facility products and 
services, safety products, and PPE not shown. Just 
ask your UniFirst representative about other facility 
service options.
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More than 300,000 business customers in virtually 

every industry across North America partner with us for 

image-enhancing uniforms and workwear, ranging from 

traditional and industrial protective wear to corporate 

casual and executive attire. And with our cost-effective, 

full-service rental programs, you never have to worry 

about laundering, maintenance, replacements, or 

maintaining product inventories. 

We also provide and service floorcare and restroom 

products including floor mats, mops, soaps, air 

fresheners, paper items, and more. To see all of our 

product and service offerings, ask your UniFirst 

representative for copies of our Uniform Rental and 

Facility Services catalogs, or visit UniFirst.com/catalogs.

Trust UniFirst for image-enhancing  
workwear and facility services




